FIELD CULTURE

Establishment.......................Uniform stands should be established to provide a minimum of 10 plants/square foot in the year following seeding.

Scheduling of Harvests........Dormant entries should be sampled at the first three harvests of the season; nondormants at the second, fourth, and sixth harvest of the season. Fall harvests which occur during a dormancy reaction period should not be used for forage quality determination. Harvests should occur at bud to flower. Visually quantify alfalfa maturity using a 1-8 scale where 1=vegetative (stems have no buds or flowers); 2=early bud (1-33% of the stems have buds); 3=mid bud (34-65% of the stems have buds); 4=late bud (66-100% of the stems have buds); 5=early flower (1-33% of the stems have flowers); 6=mid flower (34-65% of stems have flowers); 7=late flower (66 100% of stems have flowers); 8=post flower (stems have pods or seeds). Do not adjust forage quality data for maturity. Report data individually for each harvest. Weighted average values across harvests can also be reported. Weighted values are calculated by summing the product of yield x (ADF %, NDF % or RFV) for each sampling before dividing by the number of samplings.

Stand Age.............................Sample from stands in the first or second year following the seeding year and which have a minimum of 10 plants/square foot. Results from stands in the seeding year can be used as supporting data but cannot be used to fulfill minimum test year requirements.

Soil Fertility.........................Test soil and apply fertilizer and lime to promote high yields.

Soil Moisture........................Maintain to prevent plant water deficit stress and to promote good crop yields.

Pest Control.........................Alfalfa should be scouted and insecticides should be applied when needed. The presence and severity of foliar diseases should be recorded.

SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PREPARATION

Sample Collection

Forage samples should be obtained from non-border areas of plots. Samples should be taken by hand clipping a minimum of 3 square feet per plot. If plots are not uniform, hand grab samples should be taken from multiple locations within a plot. It is unacceptable to collect forage samples from a flail-type harvester. Minimum sample size should be 300 g wet weight. Samples should be taken to a 5 cm stubble height.

Sample Preparation

Dry samples at 120 to 140° F in a forced air oven in less than 48 hr. For drying; cloth, perforated paper bags, or trays can be used. Grind samples to pass a 1 mm screen.

Laboratory Tests

Quality evaluation is based on determination of neutral detergent fiber (NDF, for intake), and in vitro digestible dry matter or acid detergent fiber (ADF, for digestibility) using wet chemistry or near infrared reflectance spectroscopy (NIRS). For both wet laboratory and NIRS procedures, it is assumed that procedures used have accuracy and precision required for scientific publication. Relative feed value is calculated using the following equations:

RFV = % DDM x % DMI

and where % DDM (digestible dry matter)=88.9 - (.779 x ADF %)

% DMI (dry matter intake) = 120

Forage NDF (% of DM)

Crude protein data can be included in a description of cultivar forage quality, but should be used only when accompanied by fiber and RFV data.

CHECK CULTIVARS

High Quality .......................WL 322 HQ, Pacesetter, or Cimmaron VR

Low Quality.........................Vernal

In a national test conducted over eight locations, Pacesetter, Cimmaron VR and WL 322 HQ averaged about 2% lower NDF and 1% lower ADF than Vernal when harvested at bud to flower maturity. High and low quality checks for nondormant alfalfa cultivars will be described when data become available.
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HELPFUL INFORMATION
Relative feed value (RFV) describes digestible energy intake potential of forages and can be used for comparison of relative forage quality of alfalfa cultivars. However, the relationships between intake and digestibility assumed in RFV calculation may not be applicable to all types of livestock.

ALTERNATIVE METHODS
For more accurate and precise determination of alfalfa maturity, maturity can be quantified using the mean stage by count or mean stage by weight methods.
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